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EARTHECHO Expeditions

What’s the Catch?
Bio-Blocks

A Fish Habitat STEM Design Challenge

Introduction
Global populations have for decades migrated more and more to coastal regions. This colonization of the coast has resulted
in large areas of what was formerly rocky shores, salt marshes, and mud flats becoming built environment for people.
What’s more, as sea levels rise more and more, coastal defenses are being put in place to protect towns and cities from the
oceans. These coastal defenses are also replacing natural habitats that play a vital role in the life cycle of fish, including:
spawning locations, nurseries, and sources of planktonic food. This in turn is affecting the fish stocks in the oceans.

During EarthEcho Expedition: What’s the Catch? the team met Dr. Louise Firth who was a lecturer in Marine Ecology with
Plymouth University. Her research investigates ways that we can make space for nature in human dominated environments.

During this lesson students will gain a basic understanding of the idea that specific habitats are essential in the lifecycle of
some species. Students will work through the engineering design process to build a ‘bio-block’ solution to make sea walls a
more nature-friendly solution for flood protection.

Learning Objectives
Students will:
•

Understand the connectedness between humans and the environment

•

Understand the importance of building sea defenses in urban areas specifically

•

Describe the impact of sea defenses on fish populations

•

Develop a solution to mitigate human impact on the ocean

•

Use critical creative thinking to review their designs and improve them

•

Prototype their ‘bio-blocks’ using the resources provided

•

Scientifically assess the effectiveness of their ‘bio-blocks’

•

Apply the EarthEcho engineering design process to other problem-solving tasks at school and in their communities
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Students will be able to follow the engineering design process to develop and prototype a solution to making space for
nature in a human built area. They will create a ‘bio-block’ and then test it compared to a control ‘block’.

LE SSO N
Materials Needed:
•

Self-adhesive floor tiles

•

Paint Stir Stick/ Wooden baton

•

Waterproof glue

•

Scissors

•

String

•

A float

•

Objects to stick to the tiles (e.g. sand, stones, or they could be structural shapes that students have created
previously)

•

Bulldog clips/Binder Clips

Teacher Background:
Students and teachers should have a basic knowledge of ocean ecosystems as well as biotic and abiotic factors. Abiotic
and biotic factors can be introduced through the idea of eco-engineering.
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Procedure
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Engineering Design Process
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Engage
Watch EarthEcho Expedition: What’s the Catch? Engineering Solutions video featuring Dr. Louise Firth
Watch the Ted Ed talk to introduce Eco-engineering to your students. This talk is done by Dr Firth of Plymouth University.

Explore
Students read “Could this be a concrete solution to biodiversity loss?”
For extra detail students can look at the research that Plymouth University is doing right now at: https://www.plymouth.
ac.uk/research/marine-eco-engineering-research-unit

Explain
1.

Introduce the idea of eco-engineering - use the resources above to introduce the idea of eco-engineering and the
importance of altering human engineered landscapes so they are more eco-friendly.

2.

Discuss - with the students any local examples of human altered environments e.g. piers, sea walls, land reclamation.
Get students to discuss any ideas of solutions they have.

3.

Design - the bio-block tiles using the Earth Echo engineering process on the student worksheet.

Elaborate
4.

Review - students look at each others designs and give feedback.

5.

Refine - students listen to feedback from peers and refine their designs.

6.

Create - students create bio-blocks (see series of pictures below).

Evaluate
7.

Test - students test their designs by placing their bio-block and a control in a body of water (fresh or salt) and leaving
it for a week. They should be able to see different levels of algal growth.

8.

Refine - Students observe the results and evaluate their designs.
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STAGES O F CR EATI NG THE BI O BLO C KS:

Stage 1: Cut the vinyl into quarters and stick two back to back. One of these will be your test tile and the other will be the control.

Stage 2: Use the waterproof glue to adhere objects to the test tile creating the students design. Allow to dry.
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Stage 3: Create the platform used to hold the tiles at the same level.

Stage 4: Attach the float and place into the water
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Design 1 (remember labels)
1.

What do you need to build this design?

2.

Why do you think that this would be a good
habitat for plankton?

3.

What did your classmates think of this
design?

4.

Is there anything you could do to change
your design?

5.

What do you need to build this design?

6.

Why do you think that this would be a good
habitat for plankton?

7.

What did your classmates think of this
design?

8.

Is there anything you could do to change
your design?

1.

Which design did you choose to develop
further, 1 or 2?

2.

How are you going to alter your design given
the feedback you received?

3.

Draw your final design here (remember
labels)

Design 2 (remember labels)
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Assessment
Excellent

Sound

Limited

Understanding of
the problem

Can explain how
human sea defenses
can impact fish stocks.
This will include
specific examples.

Can explain how
human sea defenses
can impact fish stocks.

Can state that human
sea defenses can
impact fish stocks.

Creating the solution
to the problem

Designs a complex
bio-block with
multiples surfaces
including crevices and
overhangs and links
the design to habitats.
Includes examples
of previous bio-block
designs.

Designs a complex
bio-block and links the
design to habitats.

Designs a basic bioblock with a smooth
surface. Doesn’t link
design to habitats.

Refining of the
solution

Alters original design
based on feedback
received from peers.
Can explain why the
refined design is more
effective.

Alters original design
based on feedback
received from peers.

Makes slight
refinements to design.
May not be based on
feedback from peers.

Reviewing the
solution

Draws conclusions on
whether their solution
was effective. This
is backed up with
evidence. Further
alters designs based
on findings.

Draws conclusions on
whether their solution
was effective. This
is backed up with
evidence.

Draws limited
conclusions on
whether their solution
was effective or not.

Activity Extensions and Scaling:
•

Less time: Use the lesson plan to design a bio-block and students can peer assess their own design.

•

Medium time: Use lesson plan to design bio-block, peer assess and then review feedback and refine designs.

•

Most time: Use lesson plan to design bio-block, peer assess and then review feedback and refine designs. Students
then use their designs to create a bio-block and place in a water source (fresh or salt water) with a control to test the
effectiveness.
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UK Science Standards:
KS3

Scientific attitude: To develop theories and peer assess work

Biology: Interactions and interdependencies

Relationships in an Ecosystem
•

the interdependence of organisms in an ecosystem, including food webs and insect pollinated crops

•

how organisms affect, and are affected by, their environment

KS Working Scientifically
Experimental skills and strategies:
•

making and recording observations and measurements using a range of apparatus and methods

•

evaluating methods and suggesting possible improvements and further investigations.

Biology: Ecosystems
•

some abiotic and biotic factors which affect communities; the importance of interactions between organisms in a
community

•

how materials cycle through abiotic and biotic components of ecosystems

•

the role of microorganisms (decomposers) in the cycling of materials through an ecosystem

•

organisms are interdependent and are adapted to their environment

•

the importance of biodiversity

•

positive and negative human interactions with ecosystems

Next Generation Science Standards:
5-ESS3-1.
•

Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources
and environment

MS-ESS3-3.
•

Apply scientific principles to design a method for monitoring and minimizing a human impact on the environment
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ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems
•

Human activities in agriculture, industry, and everyday life have had major effects on the land, vegetation, streams,
ocean, air, and even outer space. But individuals and communities are doing things to help protect Earth’s resources
and environments.

3-5: Use evidence to construct or support an explanation or design a solution to a problem.
3-5: Generate and compare multiple solutions to a problem based on how well they meet the criteria and constraints of
the design solution.

Australian Standards
Year 6
Biological Science
The growth and survival of living things are affected by physical conditions of their environment (ACSSU094)

Science as A Human Endeavour
Science involves testing predictions by gathering data and using evidence to develop explanations of events and
phenomena and reflects historical and cultural contributions (ACSHE098)

Use and Influence of Science
Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE100)

Science Inquiry Skills
With guidance, pose clarifying questions and make predictions about scientific investigations (ACSIS232)

Planning and Conducting
Identify, plan and apply the elements of scientific investigations to answer questions and solve problems using equipment
and materials safely and identifying potential risks (ACSIS103)

Processing and Analysing Data Information
Compare data with predictions and use as evidence in developing explanations (ACSIS221)

Evaluating
Reflect on and suggest improvements to scientific investigations (ACSIS108)

Communicating
Communicate ideas, explanations and processes using scientific representations in a variety of ways, including multimodal texts (ACSIS110)
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Year 10
Earth and Space Science
Global systems, including the carbon cycle, rely on interactions involving the biosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere and
atmosphere (ACSSU189) (see elaborations)

ELABORATIONS
•

investigating how human activity affects global systems

•

modelling a cycle, such as the water, carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus cycle within the biosphere

•

explaining the causes and effects of the greenhouse effect

•

investigating the effect of climate change on sea levels and biodiversity

•

considering the long-term effects of loss of biodiversity

•

investigating currently occurring changes to permafrost and sea ice and the impacts of these changes

•

examining the factors that drive the deep ocean currents, their role in regulating global climate, and their effects on
marine life

Science as A Human Endeavour
Advances in scientific understanding often rely on technological advances and are often linked to scientific discoveries
(ACSHE192)

Use and Influence of Science
People use scientific knowledge to evaluate whether they accept claims, explanations or predictions, and advances in
science can affect people’s lives, including generating new career opportunities (ACSHE194)

Science Inquiry Skills
Formulate questions or hypotheses that can be investigated scientifically (ACSIS198)

Planning and Conducting
Plan, select and use appropriate investigation types, including field work and laboratory experimentation, to collect
reliable data; assess risk and address ethical issues associated with these methods (ACSIS199)

Processing and Analysing Data Information
Analyse patterns and trends in data, including describing relationships between variables and identifying inconsistencies
(ACSIS203)
Use knowledge of scientific concepts to draw conclusions that are consistent with evidence (ACSIS204)

Evaluating
Evaluate conclusions, including identifying sources of uncertainty and possible alternative explanations, and describe
specific ways to improve the quality of the data (ACSIS205)
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Communicating
Communicate scientific ideas and information for a particular purpose, including constructing evidence-based arguments
and using appropriate scientific language, conventions and representations (ACSIS208)

Creating Designed Solutions:
•

Investigating: Critique needs or opportunities for designing and investigate, analyze, and select from a range of
materials, components, tools, equipment, and processes to develop design ideas. (VCDSCD049)

•

Generating: Generate, develop, and test design ideas, plans, and processes using appropriate technical terms and
technologies including graphical representation techniques. (VCDSCD050)

•

Producing: Effectively and safely use a broad range of materials, components, tools, equipment, and techniques to
produce designed solutions. (VCDSCD051)

•

Planning and Managing: Use project management processes to coordinate production of designed solutions. (VCDSCD053)

Technologies Contexts: materials and technologies specializations – Analyze ways to create designed solutions through
selecting and combining characteristics and properties of materials, systems, components, tools, and equipment.
(VCDSTC048)
•

Creating Designed Solutions: Investigating – Critique needs or opportunities for designing and investigate, analyze,
and select from a range of materials, components, tools, equipment, and processes to develop design ideas.
(VCDSCD049)

•

Generating: Generate, develop, and test design ideas, plans, and processes using appropriate technical terms and
technologies including graphical representation techniques. (VCDSCD050)

•

Producing: Effectively and safely use a broad range of materials, components, tools, equipment, and techniques to
produce designed solutions. (VCDSCD051)

•

Planning and Managing: Use project management processes to coordinate production of designed solutions.
(VCDSCD053)
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